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ABSTRACT: The study investigates the language and genre structure and formation of a 

particular type of political text, an election address of a political leader to the electorate. The 

article considers the history of the appearance of the public speech genre in Russian political 

discourse, its functions, and linguistic features that solve the problem of revealing the main 

ideological content at the lexical level. The research material was the texts of Gennady 

Zyuganov’s election addresses in 2000 and 2019 taken from the Internet sources and the 

accompanying comments estimated to be about 50 sources. In the course of the study, the 

linguistic characteristics of the implementations of the political address functions (influence, 

inspiration, advocacy, and propaganda, informing), typical of this type of political statements, 

are revealed along with the established dynamics of changes in rhetoric by Gennady Zyuganov 

as the leader of a political party and its leading representative.  
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RESUMO: O estudo investiga a linguagem e a estrutura de gênero e a formação de um 

determinado tipo de texto político, um discurso eleitoral de um líder político ao eleitorado. O 

artigo considera a história do surgimento do gênero discurso público no discurso político 

russo, suas funções e características linguísticas que resolvem o problema de revelar o 

conteúdo ideológico principal no nível lexical. O material de pesquisa foram os textos dos 

discursos eleitorais de Gennady Zyuganov em 2000 e 2019 retirados de fontes da Internet e os 

comentários que os acompanham, estimados em cerca de 50 fontes. No decorrer do estudo, as 

características linguísticas das implementações das funções de endereço político (influência, 

inspiração, advocacia e propaganda, informar), típicas deste tipo de declarações políticas, são 

reveladas juntamente com a dinâmica estabelecida de mudanças na retórica por Gennady 

Zyuganov como líder de um partido político e seu principal representante. 
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RESUMEN: El estudio investiga el lenguaje y la estructura de género y la formación de un 

tipo particular de texto político, un discurso electoral de un líder político al electorado. El 

artículo considera la historia de la aparición del género del discurso público en el discurso 

político ruso, sus funciones y rasgos lingüísticos que resuelven el problema de revelar el 

contenido ideológico principal a nivel léxico. El material de investigación fueron los textos de 

los discursos electorales de Gennady Zyuganov en 2000 y 2019 tomados de fuentes de Internet 

y los comentarios adjuntos se estiman en unas 50 fuentes. En el transcurso del estudio, se 

revelan las características lingüísticas de las implementaciones de las funciones de dirección 

política (influencia, inspiración, incidencia y propaganda, informar), propias de este tipo de 

declaraciones políticas, junto con la dinámica establecida de cambios en la retórica. por 

Gennady Zyuganov como líder de un partido político y su principal representante. 

 

PALABRAS CLAVE: Lingüística. Influencia del habla. Texto político. Comunicación política. 

  

Introduction 

Nowadays it is impossible to imagine solutions to global problems facing both an 

individual country and humanity as a whole without their broad public discussion. Making a 

political decision is a matter of how convincingly and evidently the consequences of such a 

decision are presented, how valuable they are to the public, and how many supporters it will 

gain in the course of discussion. All information that aims to bring to the layman the current 

state of political affairs in a country or the world can be defined as a political text. 

According to N. S. Valgina, the main features of the text are the categories of coherence-

integrity (the content aspect of the text) and cohesion – connectedness (the expressive aspect of 

the text), the analysis of which is related to the question, due to which mechanisms the 

individual elements of the language form a unity that semantically exceeds the sum of the 

contents of the included units [Valgina 2003]. Comprehension of the text as the main unit of 

communication is also conditioned by the fact that there has been a recent significant increase 

in interest in the problems of language personality (Karaulov 1987, Khaleeva 1989, Taylor 

1989, Lorrain 1990, etc.), speech influence (Tarasov 1986, Petrenko 1997, Dridze 1984, 

Leontiev 1983, Valuitseva 1986, etc.), speech consciousness, which is an "internal process of 

planning and regulating external activities using language signs" [Tarasov 1990]. 

A. G. Altunyan defines the political text as a text that deals with current political issues and is 

addressed to a mass audience. At the same time, he notes that the text becomes political if it is 

considered as such by the main subject of the political process: it is the political audience in a 

democratic country and the government itself or its institutions in an authoritarian country 

[Altunyan 2006]. From the communicative point of view, the political text has the author, the 



 

text itself, and the addressee, the one to whom the text is directed. Another very important 

component of the political text is its attractiveness. And it is certainly impossible not to take 

into account the ideological function of the political text. Any politician transmits their own, 

favourable picture of the world to the audience. To implement all the components of the 

political text, the authors resort to various rhetorical and stylistic methods of constructing 

arguments, which we consider in this article as exemplified by election addresses.  

The paper focuses on the election address as a specific genre related to a political and 

ideological document. Further, its linguistic parameters will be considered depending on the 

functions performed by them in order to establish its specificity [Tushev, Bushkanets 2019; 

Ilikova 2019]. 

 

Methods 

Linguistic research on the problems of speech influence of ritual texts is mainly 

descriptive. Although it is obvious that it is the results of linguistic analysis being basic for all 

other types of text analysis. The analysis of speech influence is also carried out in psychology, 

where it differs from the linguistic approach primarily by the use of psychological methods (J. 

Austin, J. Searle), as well as the method of constructing subjective semantic spaces using factor 

analysis (Ch. Osgood, J. Kelly, V. F. Petrenko, O. V. Mitina, etc.). The research is based on 

works on the specifics of political language [Bayley 1985, Garcia Santos 1987, Morik 1982, 

Belyanin 1996, 2009], critical discourse analysis [Van Dijk 2013, Wodak 1997].  

 

Statistics processing of theoretical and experimental data was carried out by means of 

the electronics software vaal.ru, wordstat. 

To identify manipulative and argumentative strategies and tactics of influence on the 

emotional, rational and moral-ethical spheres of the electorate, the verbatim transcripts of 

Zyuganov’s election addresses were analyzed in terms of techniques and linguistic material 

used in the speeches of the above-mentioned politician. G. Zyuganov is a Russian statesman 

who has been the Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Russian 

Federation (Kommunisticheskaya Partiya Rossiyskoy Federatsii, KPRF), head of the 

Communist Party fraction in the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation 

since 1995. As the leader of the political party, Zyuganov has stood for election to the post of 

the head of the Russian state four times, and in terms of the number of votes received each time 

he came second after the President who was later elected. 



 

 

Results and Discussion 

According to SEO statistics [https://istio.com/rus/text/analyz/], Zyuganov’s address to 

the nation in 2000 consists of 2405 words. The following data provide individual language 

elements repeated in the election speech expressed as a percentage of the total text volume. 

The linguostylistic analysis of Zyuganov's election addresses carried out with the help 

of electronic data processing revealed the most frequent stylistic techniques of phonetic, lexical, 

syntactic and lexical-syntactic levels. 

From the linguistic perspective, Zyuganov's election speech has a traditional 

composition, which consists of an introduction, the main part including thematic blocks, and 

the conclusion. From the point of view of speech influence, the linguistic embodiment of the 

ideological content reflected in the compatibility and frequency of individual language elements 

use is of great interest. 

The address begins with establishing contact with listeners: «Grazhdane Rossii! Moi 

sootechestvenniki». The use of the pronouns ‘moi’, ‘my’ is a frequent speech tactic of political 

discourse as it reduces the distance between the speaker and the audience. It should be noted 

that Zyuganov's usage of the pronoun ‘my’ has an inclusive character, i.e. ‘ya + vy’. In this 

case, the individual ‘ya’ gives way to community, where the ‘ya’ is a part of civil society, a 

citizen of Russia. This technique is a means of establishing close contact with the audience. The 

sentence «Ya sam po professii i iz sem'i potomstvennyh uchitelej i znayu, kakogo ogromnogo 

napryazheniya stoit eta ezhednevnaya, chasto neblagodarnaya rabota s podrastayushchim 

pokoleniem» emphasizes his belonging to the common people, understanding the problem from 

within. 

Gennady Zyuganov also uses the pronoun ‘ya’ in the sense of 'individual personality, 

individual citizen'. This device indicates the intention to draw attention towards himself, to 

appear before the voters in the role of the leader of the situation: «Ya nemedlenno izdam ukaz 

ob ekstrennyh merah po bor'be s prestupnost'yu, obespechenii bezopasnosti grazhdan, 

soblyudenii zakonnosti i pravoporyadk a», «Ya budu ih vsyacheski razvivat' i ochishchat' ot 

iskazhenij el'cinskoj epohi». This is the way one of the communicative tasks of positive self-

representation is realized.  

Being typical of the election address, discrediting of the opponent is carried out by the 

following lexical and stylistic means: 



 

- metaphors: ‘paralich otechestvennoj nauki’, ‘utechka umov’, ‘caryashchaya 

nishcheta’, ‘opustoshenie vashih dush’, ‘rabochie i krest'yane – stanovoj hrebet nacii’, etc. (11 

- 0.4%); 

- epithets: ‘zheleznaya ruka’, ‘grabitel'skaya privatizaciya’, ‘pozornaya 

zadolzhennost’ (10-0.4%); 

- words with negative connotations: epidemiya, genocid, bezrabotnye, 

bezdomnye, bezhency, korrumpirovannyj chinovnik, killery, mafioznye del'cy (40-1.5%); 

- gradation: My lishilis' poloviny promyshlennosti. Nashe sel'skoe hozyajstvo 

prishlo v upadok. Stranu rastaskivaet po kuskam gorstka oligarhov i korrumpirovannyh 

chinovnikov, ustanovivshih v strane svoyu kriminal'nuyu diktaturu. Kolossal'nye, ischislyaemye 

sotnyami milliardov dollarov bogatstva ukradeny u naroda i vyvezeny za rubezh. (10 - 0.4%); 

- superlative adjectives: Na rubezhe vekov nasha Rodina, nash velikij narod 

stolknulis' s tyazhelejshimi ispytaniyami. Zhestochajshij krizis obrazovaniya i degradaciya 

kul'tury, paralich otechestvennoj nauki i "utechka umov" dopolnyayut etu tragicheskuyu 

kartinu. (5 - 0.1%); 

- negation: Nikto ne zastrahovan ot pul' banditov ili ot bomby terroristov v 

sobstvennom dome. Vseobshchij upadok ne ostavlyaet molodomu pokoleniyu Rossii nikakoj 

nadezhdy na budushchee, krome pechal'noj "perspektivy" byt' pushechnym myasom, rezervom 

deshevoj chernorabochej sily i novobrancev dlya prestupnyh gruppirovok i band. (4 - 0.1%); 

- opposition: Rossiya stoit sejchas pered vyborom s kem ej idti v XXI vek. S 

naslednikami El'cina? S ih posobnikami iz chisla byvshej nomenklatury? S ne imeyushchimi 

kornej v Rossii oligarhami i ih prisluzhnikami? Ili zhe s temi, kto pokonchit raz i navsegda s 

pozornym naslediem el'cinizma i povedet Rossiyu k nacional'nomu vozrozhdeniyu i velichiyu? 

(3 - 0.1%) 

Most of the expressions listed above (about 2.6% of the total vocabulary) have a 

negative connotation, as they express disapproval and criticism of the existing policy of the 

opponents. However, it is quite natural for this genre when the presidential candidate, 

describing his course, makes maximum use of lexical units with a positive connotation: 

ozdorovlenie rossijskoj ekonomiki, veroj i pravdoj sluzhit' Rodine, svobodnaya vlast', 

deesposobnyj i aktivnyj parlament (0.4% of the total vocabulary). Gradation draws the 

audience's attention to the facts of subjective assessment, making the speech expressive and 

emotional: «Rech' idet prezhde vsego o vosstanovlenii zakonnosti v upravlenii sobstvennost'yu, 

o vozvrate grazhdanam i gosudarstvu imushchestva i sobstvennosti, ukradennoj v hode 

grabitel'skoj privatizacii. O vosstanovlenii kontrolya gosudarstva nad prirodnymi resursami i 



 

toplivno-energeticheskim sektorom. O vvedenii dejstvennoj gosudarstvennoj monopolii na 

prodazhu vino-vodochnyh i tabachnyh izdelij». 

Advocacy and propaganda function is realized through the imperative mood: Ne ver'te! 

Podumajte horoshen'ko. Dover'te nam upravlenie stranoj!; and the rhetorical question: Vopros 

byt' Rossii il' ne byt'? 

Being an essential content component of the election address, freedom of choice is 

implemented by Zyuganov's insistent call to go to the polls: I kazhdyj grazhdanin dolzhen dat' 

na nego otvet v hode predstoyashchih vyborov prezidenta Rossijskoj Federacii. Sud'ba Rossii, 

vasha sud'ba, sud'ba vashih detej i blizkih sejchas v vashih rukah. Vash golos mozhet spasti 

Rossiyu.  

In conclusion, as it is customary, the presidential candidate inclines the voters to choose 

his party and candidacy through self-promotion: «Ya idu ne "vlastvovat'", a sluzhit' narodu. 

Budu rabotat' na blago lyudej i derzhavy, ne pokladaya ruk. YA gotov sotrudnichat' so vsemi 

konstruktivnymi silami strany na osnove zaboty o cheloveke truda, patriotizma, narodovlastiya, 

uvazheniya k duhovnym svyatynyam naroda, pravam i svobodam cheloveka. Moya glavnaya 

cel' — ob"edinit' usiliya vsekh muzhestvennyh i chestnyh lyudej v velikom dele vozrozhdeniya 

Rossii». The emotional appeal to make the "right choice" is realized with the help of gradation: 

«My postroim Svobodnuyu Rossiyu, kotoroj smozhem gordit'sya. Novuyu Rossiyu, kotoraya 

stanet centrom prityazheniya dlya vsekh bratskih narodov. Velikuyu Rossiyu, pervuyu sredi 

ravnyh v mirovom soobshchestve. Za Rossiyu! Za Rodinu! Za narod! ».  

At the lexical and semantic level, the text of the election speech clearly shows the image 

of Russia as a country facing a decisive choice of the future fate of both the state and the people. 

The word ‘Rossiya’ is used 37 times in the text, which is 1.5% of the total volume. It is 

significant that the image of ‘Rossiya’ in the text is personified and it acts as the personification 

of the state and the country as a whole, for example, Rossiya stoit pered vyborom, Rossiya 

lishitsya budushchego, etc. This technique helps to identify the moral and ethical beliefs of the 

author, who associates the country with the citizens who are faced with a choice of further path. 

The lexeme ‘narod’ (23 - 0.9%) is used in various phrases that have both a negative 

connotation (genocid narodov, antinarodnye reformy, vymiranie naroda) and a positive 

connotation: velikij narod, narodovlastie, sluzhit' narodu, etc.  

The lexical unit ‘strana’ (21-0.8%) is synonymous with the word Rossiya: «Dover'te 

nam upravlenie stranoj!», «Imenno pri Sovetskoj vlasti nasha strana dostigla zenita svoego 

velichiya», etc. 



 

Combining the semantics of the concepts ‘strana’, ‘Rossiya’ and ‘gosudarstvo’ (15 - 

0.6%) increases the emotionality of the statement, appealing to the unity of the government and 

the electorate. The lexical unit ‘gosudarstvo’ is used in several meanings: 1) ‘government, 

power’, which provides comfortable conditions and social guarantees for its citizens: 

«Gosudarstvo smozhet okazat' maksimal'noe sodejstvie vsem nuzhdayushchimsya v 

uluchshenii zhilishchnyh uslovij»; 2) ‘country’: «Budushchuyu Rossiyu v soyuze s bratskoj 

Belorussiej my vidim svobodnym mnogonacional'nym gosudarstvom s mnogoukladnoj 

ekonomikoj». Thus, the entire election speech is centered around the key concept of Rossiya, 

which is revealed and supported by the contextual synonyms ‘strana’ and ‘gosudarstvo’. 

Thus, it can be argued that a certain selection of words and speech techniques helps a 

politician to appear before the audience as a sincere, caring person about their people. The facts 

and problems that concern the audience are expressed consistently, which indicates the 

professionalism of the politician. The audience may form the opinion that the policy of this 

particular candidate is correct and safe. Given the fact that a large percentage of the voters in 

our country are focused on the individual first and not the election programme, all of the above 

is of great importance. 

The speech of the presidential candidate is generally straightforward, he openly 

criticizes Yeltsin's policies, repeatedly saying epoha El'cina, nasledniki El'cina. In terms of 

phonosemantics the experimental assessment of the text of the election statement made on the 

basis of the VAAL project [http://www.vaal.ru/] describes the text as: “frightful, simple, evil, 

majestic, rude, cold, powerful, brave, loud”. Based on this, it can be claimed that this address 

is straightforward, harsh and sometimes aggressive. 

 

The main themes derived from the concepts mentioned in the election address are issues 

of unemployment, poverty, economic crisis, and deadlocked state policy. These topics coincide 

with the conceptual content of the speeches of other candidates of that period, such as V. V. 

Putin, V. V. Zhirinovsky, G. A. Yavlinsky, S. S. Govorukhin and others. 

These topics remain relevant in Zyuganov's election address, made 19 years later. 

Statistics processing of the 2019 text using VAAL system almost duplicates the results of earlier 

speeches by Zyuganov: the adjectives ‘powerful’, ‘brave’, ‘rude’, ‘loud’, ‘simple’ define the 

text. These facts show that the phonosemantic characteristics of the politician's speech are 

preserved. However, it should be noted that in 2019 Zyuganov addresses the nation on behalf 

of the party indirectly, as P. Grudinin (a businessman and politician) becomes the candidate 

from the Communist Party for the post of President in that period.   



 

Zyuganov’s address to the nation in 2019 consists of 762 words 

[https://istio.com/rus/text/analyz/]. The dominant lexemes are the following words: 

 ‘KPRF’ (7-0.9%) – the party designation, formed by abbreviation, stands for 'the 

Communist party of the Russian Federation’, therefore it is used in the address in its literal 

meaning ‘u KPRF i eyo soyuznikov’, ‘predstavitelej KPRF’, ‘programma KPRF’, and so on; 

the abbreviation is familiar and neutral for the Russian-speaking community; at the same time, 

the use of this abbreviation in the text is an indication of the author's ideological platform and 

a key to understanding the critical remarks made by this leader in relation to other political 

movements and parties; 

 ‘lyudi’ (6-0.7%): the lexeme ‘lyudi’ (the plural of “person”) implies the entirety 

of Russian citizens: ‘doverie lyudej k vlasti’, ‘razvernyom gosudarstvo licom k lyudyam’, etc; 

 ‘strana’ (6-0.7%); this lexical unit, as in the earlier speech, is used in the 

meaning of ‘state, Russia’: ‘bogatejshaya strana’, ‘krizis v strane’, ‘razvitie strany’, etc; 

 ‘Rossiya’ (5-0.6%); this lexeme is associated in the text with Russia as a state or 

country as a whole: «Rossii grozit vsyo bol'she natovskih baz», «Rossiya – bogatejshaya 

strana», «ekonomika Rossii» and so on. 

Structurally the address is correlated with the first analyzed text: «Dorogie tovarishchi! 

Druz'ya! Moi sootechestvenniki! » (cf.: «Grazhdane Rossii! Moi sootechestvenniki! », the 

addresses in 2000). It should be noted that in comparison with the speech of 2000, the address 

"friends" and "dear friends" appears in this speech, which indicates a desire for closer social 

contacts with the audience and a reduction in the distance of communication. Then the speaker 

describes the political situation in the country, according to the laws of political rhetoric: the 

political dichotomy "native – alien", in which one of the parties discredits the other on the basis 

of available data and subjective modality. 

Discrediting the current policy is achieved by the following language devices: 

- use of political metaphors (0.3%): «Nasha lyubimaya Rodina, izmuchennaya 

mnogoletnimi liberal'nymi eksperimentami, balansiruet u kraya propasti»; «Poka narod 

prozyabaet v bednosti, gromadnye sredstva prohodyat mimo byudzheta i utekayut za rubezh».  

- prevalence of the vocabulary with a negative connotation in the text (0.9%): 

‘stagnaciya’, ‘bezdarnaya politika’, ‘pozornye iniciativy’, ‘tekhnologicheskaya otstalost’;  

- use of gradation to increase the impact (0.1%): «Do uchastiya v vyborah ne 

dopuskayut nashih tovarishchej, nezakonno zaderzhivayut predstavitelej KPRF, prepyatstvuyut 



 

provedeniyu publichnyh meropriyatij, tirazhiruyut otkrovennuyu lozh', organizuyut rejderskie 

ataki na narodnye predpriyatiya».  

The inclusive nature of the pronoun ‘my’ in the 2019 address means ‘chleny partii, 

politika partii’: «Vmeste my obyazatel'no dob'yomsya peremen v interesah bol'shinstva. My 

sumeem vosstanovit' moshch' Rossii i razvernyom gosudarstvo licom k lyudyam».  

The next part of the address defines the audience which the politician pins his hopes on: 

Nasha partiya uverenno priderzhivaetsya svoih principov. My zashchishchaem lyudej truda – 

tekh, kto postroil nashu bol'shuyu stranu, provyol eyo skvoz' gornilo bed i nashestvij, vsegda 

yavlyalsya sterzhnem rossijskogo gosudarstva, ego oporoj i zashchitoj. Vot pochemu v vazhnye 

dlya Otechestva momenty my obrashchaemsya za podderzhkoj k trudovomu narodu. In this part 

of the speech the author resorts again to the associative model ‘my – chleny partii KPRF, partiya 

KPRF’, which was not in the first performance of 2000, where ‘my’ was represented through 

the inclusion in the civil community in Russia. This is the way the party and corporate nature 

of the expressed position is emphasized, when Zyuganov does not formally run for election, but 

expresses his political party affiliation. 

The positive image of the party is realized by appealing to the historical past: «Lenin i 

Stalin sozdali pervoe v mire gosudarstvo trudyashchihsya. V nevidannye sroki ono sovershilo 

proryv v budushchee, provelo industrializaciyu i likvidirovalo negramotnost', vyvelo cheloveka 

v kosmos i sozdalo ekonomicheskij bazis, plodami kotorogo my pol'zuemsya do sih por. 

Dokazatel'stvom sily i pravdy «sovetskogo proekta» stala nasha Velikaya Pobeda nad 

fashizmom».  

In conclusion, Zyuganov gives the freedom of choice to the voter: «Vperedi – nashe 

vremya! Vybor – za vami! Vmeste – my sila! Vmeste – pobedim! » This proclamation at the end 

of the address is structurally correlated with the first text, but it also emphasizes the importance 

of choosing the specific party in contrast to the concept of greatness of Russia used earlier. 

Thus, the 2019 speech is less emphatic from the lexical point of view, and lexical units 

are less expressive from the emotional point of view. Presumably, these facts are explained by 

the fact that in 2019 Zyuganov addresses on behalf of the head of the election staff, and not the 

presidential candidate. This is a speech in support of the like-minded candidate and his task is 

to instill confidence in the continuation of the party policy and the continuity of the ideas 

expressed by the party members. 



 

 

Summary 

The comparison of two addresses from different eras of the country's historical 

development and personal career allows us to observe changes in both the choice of language 

devices and the intentions of the individual politician. Gennady Zyuganov's 2000 election 

address is characterized by enthusiasm and confidence in the possibility of changing the state's 

policy, and the 2019 address implicitly expresses support for a new generation of 

representatives of the Communist Party.  

The conducted analysis shows that the analyzed speech genre is a complete message 

that has coherence, a certain content and purpose, performing the communicative function of 

influence and attracting attention. Typical tasks of the election speech (i.e. to draw attention, 

describe a problem, present the solution clearly, and influence the electoral behavior of the 

audience) were carried out. The individual devices used by the author of the election address 

are subject to the general logic of the statement and the structural organization of the text. 

However, backed by the linguistic and phonosemantic analysis, the possibility of improving the 

quality of impact by making changes to the overall emotional and expressive background of the 

text can be considered.  

 

Conclusions 

The genre of the election address, despite a number of permanent structural and 

semantic elements, is a living and dynamic structure that changes over time following the socio-

political transformations of public life. 

The election address has a ritual character. This is determined by its cyclical nature and 

also by the fact that this appeal is characterized by scenario, role structure and symbolism. The 

main participants are presidential candidates and voters. The goal of each candidate is to 

provide the most 'reliable' information about themselves, create a trusting attitude of voters, 

cause them to have positive emotions towards themselves and negative emotions in relation to 

the opponent. 

Election speeches usually reflect current socio-economic problems of society that are of 

the greatest interest to certain groups of voters. There are mainly two basic communication 

strategies implemented according to Aristotle. They are manipulative and argumentative, which 

correlate with the emotional (pathos) and rational (logos) aspects of rhetorical influence. The 

functions of election appeals are influence, inspiration, advocacy and propaganda, informing. 



 

The influence function is aimed at exerting emotional pressure on voters and appealing 

to their feelings and reason. The inspiration function is to inspire the nation for great things to 

come and glorify traditional values, as well as to appeal to the past as the source of traditional 

values of the nation and the future, which should inspire voters with hope, faith in success and 

confirm the continuity of established national traditions. The advocacy and propaganda 

function promotes the dissemination and introduction of the ideas and ideology of a party a 

candidate represents into the minds of potential voters. The information function is aimed at 

informing the electorate about political actions, intentions, course and position of the candidate 

themselves.  
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